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We review two lattice calculations involving charm hadrons: a determination of the vector and
scalar form factors of the semileptonic D→ pi`ν decays, which are relevant for the extraction of
the CKM matrix element |Vcd | from experimental data, and a calculation of the matrix elements of
four-fermion operators relevant to the description of the neutral D mixing in the Standard Model
and its extensions. Both analyses are based on the gauge configurations produced by the European
Twisted Mass Collaboration with N f = 2+ 1+ 1 flavors of dynamical quarks. We simulated at
three different values of the lattice spacing and with pion masses as small as 210 MeV.
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1. Introduction and simulation details
Flavor Physics offers a unique possibility for an indirect discovery of New Physics (NP) ef-
fects through virtual exchanges of yet-to-be-discovered heavy particles in loop suppressed pro-
cesses. This approach, which is particularly promising for processes that are highly suppressed
within the Standard Model (SM), proved to be very successful in the past allowing for the indirect
determination of the charm and top quark mass [1, 2, 3].
Moreover Flavor Physics data play a major role in providing stringent tests of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [4] which, in the SM, parametrises the relative strength of
different flavour-changing weak processes. Inconsistencies in the CKM-picture would indicate
the presence of new physics beyond the SM. Even if all the precision tests of the SM performed
so far remain in agreement with the CKM paradigm, the absence of deviations provides stringent
constraints on nonstandard phenomena and their energy scale. It is therefore important to determine
all CKM-matrix elements as precisely as possible by studying flavour changing processes both
experimentally and theoretically.
In this scenario Lattice QCD has a primary role as it allows to compute, non-perturbatively
and from first principles, hadronic quantities such as decay constants, form factors and bag param-
eters. Thanks to the astonishing progress in algorithms and machines Lattice QCD has entered
the precision era as the accuracy of numerical computations is becoming comparable to that of
experiments. For some of the relevant hadronic quantities in Flavour Physics the goal of per cent
precision has been achieved. State-of-the-art lattice calculations involve O(a)-improved fermionic
actions with N f = 2+ 1+ 1 dynamical flavors (which include in the sea, besides two light mass-
degenerate quarks, also the strange and the charm quarks [5, 6]), with the smallest simulated pion
masses being today at the physical point or slightly higher, and employing three or more values of
the lattice spacing. Many recent calculations simulate the charm quark around its physical value.
This has become possible thanks to the increasing availability of dynamical gauge field ensembles
with fine lattice spacings and nowadays direct computations by many lattice collaborations have
shown that the cutoff effects in the D-sector are small and under control.
In this contribution we present two lattice QCD calculations involving charm hadrons based
on the gauge ensembles produced by the European Twisted Mass Collaboration (ETMC). After
motivating lattice efforts in the charm sector, we will present in section 2 our preliminary deter-
mination of the vector and scalar form factors of the semileptonic D→ pi`ν decays, as functions
of the squared 4-momentum transfer q2. Afterwards, in section 3, we will present a determination
of the bag-parameters relevant for the description of the ∆C = 2 transitions occurring in D¯0−D0
oscillations. A detailed description of the methodology followed in this two analyses is beyond the
scope of this contribution, we will rather summarize the main features and results and point out the
differences with respect to other lattice calculations. We refer the interested reader respectively to
Ref. [7] and [8] for the technical details of the numerical work.
The simulations were carried out at various lattice volumes and for three values of the lattice
spacing in the range 0.06−0.09 fm in order to keep under control the extrapolation to the contin-
uum limit. The simulated pion masses range from ≈ 210 MeV to ≈ 450 MeV. The gauge fields
were simulated using the Iwasaki gluon action [9], while sea and light valence quarks were imple-
mented with the Wilson Twisted Mass Action [10, 11]. The valence charm quark was simulated
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using the Osterwalder-Seiler action [12]. At maximal twist such a setup guarantees the automatic
O(a)-improvement [11, 13]. More details about the lattice ensembles and the simulation details
can be found in Ref. [14].
2. Lorentz symmetry breaking in the behavior of the scalar and vector form factors
A lattice calculation of the vector and scalar form factors of the semileptonic D→ pi`ν decays,
combined with experimental data, enable determinations of the CKM matrix element |Vcd |. In fact
the relation between semileptonic D→ pi`ν decay width, with ` = e,µ , and the matrix element
|Vcd |, up to well known overall factors, is
dΓ(D→ pilν)
dq2
∝ |Vcd |2| f Dpi+
(
q2
)|2. (2.1)
In practice, most lattice-QCD calculations of D→ pi`ν focus on providing the value of the
vector form factor at a single value of the squared 4-momentum transfer, f Dpi+
(
q2 = 0
)
, which is
sufficient to obtain |Vcd |. Our calculation also provides a determination of the D→ pi`ν form
factors in the whole kinematical range of values of the squared 4-momentum transfer q2 accessible
in the experiments, i.e. from q2 = 0 to q2 = (MD−Mpi)2, thereby allowing a comparison of the
shapes of the lattice simulation and experimental data.
Momenta were injected on the lattice using non-periodic boundary conditions for the quark
fields [15, 16, 17], obtaining in this way values ranging from ≈ 150 MeV up to ≈ 650 MeV. The
matrix elements of both vector and scalar currents are determined for a plenty of kinematical con-
ditions in which parent and child mesons are either moving or at rest. Employing in the simulation
different values of the lattice spacing a allows for a controlled continuum limit in which unphysi-
cal lattice artifact are removed from the quantity of interest. Moreover, O(a)-improvement in the
lattice action guaranties that the quantity calculated on the lattice and the physical one can only be
different up to a2-terms. This is a standard procedure of every lattice calculation. However in our
analisys of the D→ pi`ν semileptonic form factors the impact of the discretization effects mani-
fested itself in a more subtle way. Lorentz symmetry breaking due to hypercubic effects has been
clearly observed in the data (see also Ref. [18]). In this contribution we also present the removal
of such hypercubic effects and the determination of the physical, Lorentz-invariant, semileptonic
vector and scalar form factors.
The vector semileptonic form factor f+(q2) and the scalar semileptonic form factor f0(q2) are
related to matrix elements corresponding to the time and spacial components of the weak vector
current Vµ = c¯γµd via
〈pi (ppi)| Vˆµ |D(pD)〉= Pµ f+
(
q2
)
+qµ f−
(
q2
)
, (2.2)
f0
(
q2
)
= f+
(
q2
)
+
q2
M2D−M2pi
f−
(
q2
)
, (2.3)
where P ≡ pD + ppi , q ≡ pD − ppi . The scalar form factor is also related, via Ward-Takahashi
identity, to the matrix element of the scalar current VS = c¯d through
〈pi(ppi)|VˆS|D(pD)〉= f0(q2)(M2D−M2pi)/(mc−m`) , (2.4)
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where m`(c) are the renormalized light (charm) quark masses. In Eqs. (2.2-2.4) Vˆµ and VˆS indicate
the renormalized vector and scalar currents. Once these matrix elements have been computed on
the lattice for each gauge ensemble and each choice of parent and child meson momenta, ~pD and
~ppi , the vector and scalar form factors can be determined as best-fit values of the set of the matrix
elements corresponding to the time and spacial components of the vector current and to the scalar
current.
The matrix elements of the weak vector and scalar currents can be extracted from the large
time distance behavior of a convenient combination of Euclidean 3-points and 2-points correlation
functions in lattice QCD. As it is well known, at large time distances 2- and 3-points correlation
functions behave as
C˜M2 (t)≡
1
2
[
CM2 (t)+
√
CM2 (t)2−CM2 (T/2)2
]
−−→ta ZM(~pM)e
−EMt/(2EM) , (2.5)
CDpiµ,S(t, ts) −−−−−−−−−−→ta,(ts−t)a
√
ZD(~pD)Zpi(~ppi) 〈pi(ppi)|Vµ,S|D(pD)〉 e−EDt−Epi (ts−t)/(4EDEpi), (2.6)
where M stands for either the D or the pi meson, EM is the meson energy, ts is the time distance
between the source and the sink, ZD(~pD) and Zpi(~ppi) are the matrix elements |〈D(~pD)| c¯γ5 d |0〉|2
and |〈pi(~ppi)| u¯γ5 d |0〉|2, where the dependence on the meson momenta ~pD and ~ppi arises from the
use of smeared interpolating fields.
The correlation functions can be combined in the five ratios Rµ (µ = 0,1,2,3) and RS as
Rµ(t)≡ 4pDµ ppiµ
CDpiµ (t, ts,~pD,~ppi)C
piD
µ (t, ts,~ppi ,~pD)
Cpipiµ (t, ts,~ppi ,~ppi)CDDµ (t, ts,~pD,~pD)
−−→ta
(〈pi(ppi)|Vˆµ |D(pD)〉)2 , (2.7)
RS(t)≡ 4EDEpi
(
µc−µ`
M2D−M2pi
)2 CDpiS (t, ts)CpiDS (t, ts)
C˜D2 (ts)C˜
pi
2 (ts)
−−→ta
(
mc−m`
M2D−M2pi
〈pi(ppi)|VˆS|D(pD)〉
)2
, (2.8)
where µ`(c) are the bare light (charm) quark masses and m`(c) are the corresponding renormalized
ones. In the r.h.s. of Eqs. (2.7-2.8) Vˆµ and VˆS are already the renormalized vector and scalar currents,
respectively, since the multiplicative RCs ZV and ZP cancel out in the ratios. The matrix elements
of the vector and scalar currents can therefore be easily extracted from the plateaux of Rµ(t) and
RS(t) at large time distances.
The results, interpolated at the physical value of the charm quark mass mphysc determined in
[14], are shown in Fig. 1 in the case of the gauge ensemble A60.24 (see Ref. [14]). It can be clearly
seen that the extracted form factors are not Lorentz-invariant quantity since a dependence on the
value of the child meson momentum is visible.
The physical form factors can only depend on the squared 4-momentum transfer q2, which is
a Lorentz-invariant quantity, while other dependecies are forbidden by the space-time symmetries.
On the lattice however, q2 is no longer the sole invariant. Since the lattice is only invariant under
discrete 90◦ rotations, beside q2, other hypercubic invariants may appear. These effects must be
proportional to the lattice spacing a so that, in the continuum limit, the correct q2-dependence is
recovered. Therefore, since in our setup all the current matrix elements are O(a)-improved [19] we
tried to describe the breaking of the Lorentz invariance by means of O(a2) hypercubic effects. In
principle, the behavior observed in Fig. 1 might be also (at least partially) related to finite volume
effects [20] but a direct comparison of two gauge ensembles, A40.24 and A40.32, which share the
3
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Figure 1: Momentum dependence of the vector (left panel) and scalar (right panel) form factors in the case of the gauge
ensemble A60.24 [14]. Different markers and colors distinguish different values of the child meson (pion) momentum.
The simulated pion mass is Mpi ' 390 MeV and the charm quark mass corresponds to its physical value mphysc from [14].
same pion mass and lattice spacing at different lattice sizes, L = 24a and L = 32a (see Ref. [14]),
suggests that finite size hypercubic effects are negligible.
In the case of vector current matrix elements possible hypercubic terms have to be odd in the
meson momenta and therefore at order O(a2) we can add to the Lorentz-covariant decomposition
(2.2) the following hypercubic structure
〈pi(ppi)|Vˆ hypµ |D(pD)〉= a2
[
q3µH1+q
2
µPµH2+qµP
2
µH3+P
3
µH4
]
, (2.9)
where Hi (i = 1, ...,4) are additional form factors. We adopt for them a simple polynomial form in
the z variable [21], which depends on both q2 and m`, viz.
Hi(z) = di0+d
i
1z+d
i
2z
2 , (2.10)
where di0,1,2 will be treated as free parameters in the fitting procedure.
In a similar way one can consider the possible presence of O(a2) hypercubic terms in the
scalar matrix elements. The Ward-Takahashi identity (WTI), relating the 4-divergence of the vec-
tor current to the scalar density, is a good place to look for such hypercubic terms. We have indeed
observed WTI violations that cannot be interpreted as a2 and/or a2q2 (Lorentz-invariant) discretiza-
tion effects. A direct investigation of our data (see [7]) suggests a simple linear dependence on the
hypercubic invariant q[4] ≡ ∑µ q4µ . Thus we have considered the presence of O(a2) hypercubic
effects in the WTI in the form
qµ 〈pi(ppi)|Vˆµ |D(pD)〉= (mc−m`)〈pi(ppi)|VˆS|D(pD)〉+a2 q[4] H5 , (2.11)
where for H5 we have assumed the simple form H5 = d50 +d
5
1m` with d
5
0,1 being free parameters.
As for the Lorentz-invariant form factors f+,0(q2) appearing in Eqs. (2.2-2.4) we adopt the
modified z-expansion of Ref. [21] and impose the condition f+(0) = f0(0) = f (0) (as in Ref. [19]):
f+(0)(q
2) =
f (0)+ c+(0)(z− z0)
(
1+ z+z02
)
1−K+(0)FSE q2/M2V (S)
, (2.12)
4
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where z0 ≡ z(q2 = 0). Inspired by the hard pion SU(2) ChPT [22], f (0) can be written as
f (0) = b0
[
1− 3
4
(
1+3g2
)
ξ` logξ`+b1 ξ`+b2 a2
]
, (2.13)
with ξ` = 2Bm`/(16pi2 f 2), where B and f , determined in [14], are the SU(2) low-energy constants
entering the LO chiral Lagrangian. The coefficients bi (i = 0,1,2) are treated as free parameters
in the fitting procedure, while g is kept constant at the value g = 0.61 [23]. In Eq. (2.12) the
quantity MV (S), representing the vector (scalar) pole mass, is treated as a free parameter, while for
the coefficients c+(0) we assume a simple linear dependence on a2. Finally the term K
+(0)
FSE takes
into account finite size effects (FSE) which on the lattice are typically proportional to e−MpiL.
Using all the ingredients described above, we have performed a global fit of all the data cor-
responding to the time and spacial components of the vector current and to the scalar current for
all the ETMC gauge ensembles, studying simultaneously the dependence on q2, m` and a2 of the
Lorentz-invariant form factors f+,0(q2) as well as the q2 and m` dependence of the five hypercubic
form factors Hi (i = 1, ...,5). The quality of the fit is quite good obtaining a χ2/dof equal to ' 1.2
over more than one thousands lattice points. Here we limit ourselves to illustrate in Fig. 2 the
removal of the hypercubic effects, as determined by the global fitting procedure, in the case of the
gauge ensemble A60.24 [14].
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Figure 2: As in Fig. 1, but after the subtraction of the hypercubic effects determined by the global fit.
In Fig. 3 the momentum dependence of the vector and scalar form factors f+(q2) and f0(q2)
extrapolated to the physical point is shown in the whole range of values of q2 accessible to the
experiments. In the case of the vector form factor our results are in good agreement with the
experimental data obtained by Belle [24], Babar [25] and Cleo [26, 27].
Our preliminary results for the vector form factor at q2 = 0, including the error budget, are
f D→pi+ (0) = 0.631 (37)stat (14)chiral (08)disc = 0.631 (40) , (2.14)
which can be compared with the FLAG average f D→pi+ (0) = 0.666(29) [28], based on the lattice
result obtained at N f = 2+1 in Ref. [29].
Though the presence of hypercubic effects is not new to lattice calculations, it is the first
time that they have been observed in the semileptonic form factors. The novelty of our analysis
5
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Figure 3: Results for the vector (orange band) and
scalar (cyan band) form factors of the D→ pi`ν decay
extrapolated to the physical point and including the un-
certainties related to the statistics, the fitting procedure,
the chiral extrapolation and the continuum and infinite
volume limits. For comparison the experimental data
for f+(q2) obtained by Belle [24], Babar [25] and Cleo
[26, 27] are shown by the different markers.
with respect to previous studies of the semileptonic D→ pi form factors is the use of a plenty of
kinematical configurations corresponding to parent and child mesons either moving or at rest. The
use of a limited number of kinematical conditions, for instance the Breit-frame (~pD =−~ppi ) or the
D-meson at rest, can mask the presence of hypercubic effects and lead to a systematic error in the
extraction of the momentum dependence of the physical form factors.
3. D¯0−D0 mixing and bag-parameters
∆C = 2 transitions occurring in D¯0−D0 oscillations are of special interest being the only SM
process in which mixing involves up-type quarks. CP violation through these mixings is expected
to be strongly suppressed within the SM, because they are dominated by light (d, s) quark exchange
entailing also important long range interactions. Thus any experimental signal of CP violation in
the neutral D meson sector would be a strong indication for the existence of NP [30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
Even in the absence of CP-violation, our determination of ∆C = 2 operator matrix elements allows
to put constraints on NP models. We compute on the lattice meson-anti-meson matrix elements of
the whole basis of dimension-six four-fermion operators contributing the most general form of the
effective ∆F = 2 Hamiltonian [35, 36, 37, 38]
〈D¯0|H ∆F=2eff |D0〉=
GFM2W
16pi2
5
∑
i=1
Ci(µ)〈D¯0|Ôi(µ)|D0〉 , (3.1)
where Ci are the Wilson coefficients that describe short distance effects. Accordingly, they will
also depend on the heavy degrees of freedom possibly circulating in loops. In Eq. (3.1), beyond the
“left-left” operator relevant for the SM, flavor-changing extra terms appear:
O1 =
[
h¯αγµ(1− γ5)`α
][
h¯β γµ(1− γ5)`β
]
, O2 =
[
h¯α(1− γ5)`α
][
h¯β (1− γ5)`β
]
,
O3 =
[
h¯α(1− γ5)`β
][
h¯β (1− γ5)`α
]
, O4 =
[
h¯α(1− γ5)`α
][
h¯β (1+ γ5)`β
]
,
O5 =
[
h¯α(1− γ5)`β
][
h¯β (1+ γ5)`α
]
.
(3.2)
Their matrix elements are typically expressed in terms of the bag-parameters Bi: dimensionless
quantities defined as the ratio of the non-perturbatively computed four-fermion matrix element
over the value this matrix element takes in the vacuum insertion approximation (VIA). The reason
6
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for working with ratios is that they offer the advantage of a substantial cancellation of systematic
and statistical uncertainties between the numerator and the denominator. Once bag-parameters
have been calculated, the full matrix elements of operators 3.2 can be reconstructed using
〈D0|O1(µ)|D0〉= ξ1B1(µ)m2D0 f 2D0
〈D0|Oi(µ)|D0〉= ξiBi(µ)
m4D0 f
2
D0
(m`(µ)+mh(µ))2
for i = 2, . . . ,5 ,
(3.3)
where in the r.h.s. the matrix elements obtained in VIA are expressed in terms of the D0 meson
mass mD0 and decay constant fD0 , and where ξi = {8/3,−5/3,1/3,2,2/3}.
Estimators for the bare bag-parameters are extracted from the asymptotic time behaviour of
the ratios of the three- to two-point correlators which for large time separations, tend to the desired
Bi
R1(x0) =
C1(x0)
CAP(x0)C′AP(x0)
y0x0y0+Tsep
−−−−−→ 〈D
0|O1|D0〉
〈D0|Ah`0 |0〉〈0|Ah
′`′
0 |D0〉
≡ B1 (3.4)
Ri(x0) =
Ci=2,...,5(x0)
CPP(x0)C′PP(x0)
y0x0y0+Tsep
−−−−−→ 〈D
0|Oi|D0〉
〈D0|Ph`|0〉〈0|Ph′`′ |D0〉
≡ Bi , i = 2, . . . ,5 (3.5)
Explicitly the correlators are given by
Ci(x0) =∑
~x
〈0|P`′h′(y0+Tsep)Oi(~x,x0)P`h(y0)|0〉 , i = 1, . . . ,5 , (3.6)
CXP(x0) =∑
~x
〈0|Xh`(~x,x0)P`h(y0)|0〉 , (3.7)
C′XP(x0) =∑
~x
〈0|P`′h′(y0+Tsep)Xh′`′(~x,x0)|0〉 , (3.8)
where X can be either the axial current, A0, or the pseudoscalar density, P. The operatorP`h(y0)
(P`
′h′(y0+Tsep) ) which creates the meson in y0 ( y0+Tsep ), is defined as:
P`h(y0) =∑
~y
q¯`(~y,y0)γ5qh(~y,y0) . (3.9)
The RCs of both bilinear and four-fermion operators have been computed non-perturbatively
in the RI′-MOM. The calculation is presented in [14] and in the Appendices of [8]. At each value of
the simulated light quark mass our estimates of the bag-parameters are linearly interpolated to the
physical charm quark mass. A simultaneous chiral and lattice spacing extrapolation to the physical
value of the pion mass and to the continuum limit is finally performed. Chiral extrapolation have
been performed either assuming a simple linear dependence in the light quark mass or a NLO
HMChPT fit formula [39]. The results are shown in Fig 4
In Table 1 we summarize the results for the bag-parameters relevant for the case of the D0−D0
oscillations. For results given in the MS scheme the second error we quote represents our estimate
of the systematic uncertainty coming from the perturbative matching between RI′ and MS schemes.
The uncertainties stemming only from our lattice computations are given by the first quoted error
and range from about 4% to 8%.
7
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Figure 6: Combined chiral and continuum extrapolation for the five Bi of the K
0   K0
case. Bag-parameters are renormalized in the MS scheme of [31] at the scale of 3 GeV.
Left and right panels correspond to M1-type and M2-type four-fermion RCs, respectively,
following the nomenclature of Ref. [73]. In each panel open circles and stars represent the
value at the physical point corresponding to the linear and NLO ChPT fit, respectively.
leading to rather different discretisation effects, provide compatible continuum limit deter-
minations for the bag-parameters within 1-2 standard deviations. Moreover, by comparing
results from two lattice volumes, 243⇥ 48 and 323⇥ 64, at   = 1.90 at one value of the sea
quark mass (aµsea = 0.0040) we notice no systematic finite volume effect on the values of
the bag parameters. The results for Bi agree within at most one standard deviation in the
worst case, while for the majority of the cases they are practically indistinguishable.
3 Final results and error budget
In this section we present the final results for the bag-parameters and we discuss the error
budget of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
12
Figure 4: Combined chiral and continuum extrapolation for the five D0−D0 bag-parameters, Bi, renormalized in
the MS scheme at the scale of 3 GeV. In each panel open circles and stars represent the value at the physical point
corresponding to the linear and NLO HMChPT fit, respectiv ly.
D0−D0
MS (3 GeV) 0.757(27)(4) 0.65(3)(2) 0.96(8)(2) 0.91(5)(4) 0.97(7)(1)
RI′ (3 GeV) 0.744(27) 0.87(5) 1.34(11) 1.14(6) 1.39(9)
Table 1: Continuum limit results for the bag-parameters Bi (i = 1, . . . ,5) relevant to the D0−D0 mixing renormalized
in the MS scheme and in the RI′ scheme at the scale of µ = 3 GeV. For results given in the MS scheme the second error
indicates an estimate for the systematic uncertainty coming from the perturbative matching of RI′ and MS schemes.
8
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Using the recent averages of D-meson mixing data derived by the UTfit collaboration [40], the
imaginary part of the D mixing amplitude can be very strongly constrained, leading to very tight
bounds on possible CP-violating NP contributions to the mixing. The results presented in Tab 1 and
the ETMC results published in [41] for N f = 2, are compatible among themselves with similar total
uncertainties. Therefore the main conclusions presented in [41] concerning model-independent
constraints on the NP scale remain unchanged. To obtain these constraints we considered the most
general effective weak Hamiltonian for D mixing of dimension six operators parameterized in terms
of Wilson coefficients of the form
Ci(Λ) =
FiLi
Λ2
, i = 1, . . . ,5 , (3.10)
where Fi is the (generally complex) NP flavor coupling, Li is a loop factor which depends on
the interactions that generate Ci(Λ), and Λ is the NP scale, i.e. the typical mass of new particles
mediating ∆C= 2 transitions. For a generic strongly interacting theory with an unconstrained flavor
structure, one expects Fi ∼ Li ∼ 1, so that the phenomenologically allowed range for each of the
Wilson coefficients can be immediately translated into a lower bound on Λ. Specific assumptions
on the flavor structure of NP correspond to special choices of the Fi functions. The results for
the upper bounds on the immaginary part of the Wilson coefficients and the corresponding lower
bound on Λ, obtained assuming Fi = Li = 1, are shown in Fig 5. Two other interesting possibilities
are given by loop-mediated NP contributions proportional to either α2s or α2W in which the bounds
we quote are simply downscaled by a factor αs(Λ)∼ 0.1 or αW (Λ)∼ 0.03.
Following ref. [10], in deriving the lower bou ds on the NP scale ⇤, we
assume Li = 1, th t corresponds o str ngly-interacting and/or tree-level
coupled NP. Two other interesting possibilities ar given by loop-mediated
NP contributions proportional to either ↵2s or ↵2W . The first case corresponds
for example to gluino exchange in the MSSM. The second case applies to
all models with SM-like loop-mediated weak interactions. To obtain the
lower bound on ⇤ entailed by loop-mediated contributions, one simply has to
multiply the bounds we quote in the following by ↵s(⇤) ⇠ 0.1 or ↵W ⇠ 0.03.
95% upper limit Lower limit on ⇤
(GeV 2) (TeV)
ImCD1 [ 0.9, 2.5] · 10 14 6.3 · 103
ImCD2 [ 2.8, 1.0] · 10 15 1.9 · 104
ImCD3 [ 3.0, 8.6] · 10 14 3.4 · 103
ImCD4 [ 2.7, 8.0] · 10 16 3.5 · 104
ImCD5 [ 0.4, 1.1] · 10 14 9.5 · 103
Table 2: 95% probability intervals for the imaginary part f t Wilson coeffi-
cients, ImCDi , and the corresponding lower bounds on the NP scale, ⇤, for a
generic strongly interacting NP with generic flavor structure (Li = Fi = 1).
⇤
(⇥
10
3
T
eV
)
CD5C
D
4C
D
3C
D
2C
D
1
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Figure 1: Lower bounds on the NP scale as obtained from the constraints
on the imaginary part of the Wilson coefficients, ImCDi .
The results for the upper bounds on the imaginary part of the Wilson
coefficients, ImCDi , and the corresponding lower bounds on the NP scale ⇤
are collected in Table 2. The latter are also shown in fig. 1. The superscript
D is to recall that we are reporting the bounds coming from the D-meson
sector we are here analyzing.
We remind the reader that the analysis is performed (as in ref. [10])
by switching on one coefficient at the time in each sector, thus barring the
possibility of accidental cancellations among the contributions of different
4
Figure 5: Lower bounds on the NP scale as obtained from the constraints on the imaginary part of the Wilson coeffi-
cients.
In comparison with the analys s in Refs. [42, 43] deal g with neutral kaon and B-meson
oscillati ns, we confirm that the most stringent constraints on the NP scale come from the K0−K0
matrix elements, while the bounds coming from D0−D0 are more stringent than those coming
from B0−B0.
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